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Abstract— Biometrics is an advanced way of person 

recognition as it establishes more direct and explicit link 

with humans than passwords, since biometrics use 

measurable physiological and behavioural features of a 

person. In this paper gender recognition from human 

gait in image sequence have been successfully 

investigated. Silhouette of 15 males and 15 females 

from the database collected from CASIR site have been 

extracted. The computer vision based gender 

classification is then carried out on the basis of standard 

deviation, centre of mass and height from head to toe 

using Feed Forward Back Propagation Network with 

TRAINLM as training functions, LEARNGD as 
adaptation learning function and MSEREG as 

performance function. Experimental results demonstrate 

that the present gender recognition system achieve 

recognition performance of 93.4%, 94.6%, and 94.7% 

with 2 layers/20 neurons, 3 layers/30 neurons and 4 

layers/30 neurons respectively. When the performance 

function is replaced with SSE the recognition 

performance is increased by 2%, 2.4% and 3% 

respectively for 2 layers/20 neurons, 3 layers/30 neurons 

and 4 layers/30 neurons.The above study indicates that 

Gait based gender recognition is one of the best reliable 

biometric technology that can be used to monitor people 

without their cooperation. Controlled environments such 

as banks, military installations and even airports need to 

quickly detect threats and provide differing levels of 

access to different user groups. 

 

Index term— Gender Recognition, Gait, Silhouette, 
Feature extraction, Neural network 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gait recognition is the process of identifying an 

individual by a particular way or manner in which they 

walk. Without any interaction or co-operation from the 

subject, gait offers the possibility to identify people at a 

distance in less unobtrusive biometric way. This is the 

most important property which makes it so attractive. 

Human gait recognition as a new biometric aimed to 

recognize person via the style of people walking, which 

contain the physiological or behavioural characteristics 

of human. Gait-based gender classification is still 

immature because of its unique advantages of being 

noncontact, non-invasive, and easily acquired at a 

distance, it is gaining increasing interest from 

researchers. 

Human Gait classification and recognition giving 

some advantage compared to other recognition system. 

Gait classification system does not require observed 

subject’s attention and assistance. It can also capture 

gait at a far distance without requiring physical 

information from subjects [1-3]. There is a significant 

difference between human gait and other biometrics 

classification. In human gait, we should use video data 

instead of using image data as other biometrics system 

used widely. In video data, we can utilize spatial data as 

well as temporal data compare to image data. Most of 

the gait classification and or recognition system created 

are using spatial data only [4-11].Human Gait Gender 

Classification as a recognition system divided in three 
main subject; preprocessing, feature extraction and 

classification. In most gait recognition approaches [12-

14] recognition features are extracted from silhouette 

images. Dimosthenis Ioannidis et.al. (2007) [15] 

proposed an innovative gait identification and 

authentication method based on the use of novel 2-D 

and 3-D features. The human silhouette is segmented 

into seven components, namely head, arm, trunk, thigh, 

front-leg, back-leg, and feet. The leg silhouettes for the 

front-leg and the back-leg are considered separately 

because, during walking, the left leg and the right leg 

are in front or at the back by turns. Each of the seven 

components and a number of combinations of the 
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components are then studied with regard to two useful 

applications: human identification (ID) recognition and 

gender recognition. Many social interactions depend 

greatly on correct gender perception. If a computer 

based biometric system can recognize gender, it will be 

very helpful in many applications. For example, gender 

classification can improve surveillance systems, 

intelligence, analyse customers for store managers, 

allow robots to perceive gender, etc. Automatic gender 

classification can be based on face [16-19] or gait [20]. 

A novel multimodal biometric recognition system using 

three modalities including face, ear and gait, based on 

Gabor+ PCA feature extraction method with fusion at 
matching score level is done by Ali Pour Yazdanpanahet. 

al. (2010) [21]. 

This paper presents gender identification using gait 

biometrics method based upon silhouette analysis 

measured during walking. Recognizing people by 

gender depends greatly on how the silhouette shape of 

an individual changes over time in an image sequence. 

So, we may consider gait motion to be composed of a 

sequence of static body gesture and expect that some 

distinguishable signatures with respect to those static 

body poses can be extracted and used for recognition. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

II describes the proposed method in which silhouette 

extraction, feature extraction process is explained. 

Section III explains the overall implementation and 

experiment of gait recognition system.   Finally, we 

conclude in section IV. 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this study, we use CASIA Gait Dataset of Class B 

using one perpendicular camera. The Class B Dataset 

consists of 124 different people. Feature is extracted by 

creating silhouettes, fortunately we did not have to 

create silhouettes because CASIA provide silhouettes 
image in their dataset. We have taken 30 silhouettes of 

female and male from CASIA Gait Database (Dataset 

B).  

A. Silhouette  extraction 

All subjects walking naturally in a straight line along 

with the side view at 90 degree are chosen in our work. 
In biometric gait recognition system the database is 

stored in video form and then sequences of frame of a 

walking person is created. These frames are converted 

into silhouette. Silhouette extraction and features 

extraction are important pre-processing tasks in gait 

recognition system. Silhouette from the frame can be 

extracted using the image processing operation. 

Silhouette extraction algorithms rely on a known 

background. The motional individual silhouette must be 

detected before getting the gait feature. The background 

image is evaluated by removing the object from the 
picture. To find silhouette from the image background 

subtraction is a new approach and relatively simple. 

Background from the image sequence of a walking 

people is obtained; Mean image is computed by 

averaging the gray-level at each pixel over the entire 

image sequence (Fig. 1).  Let Ik (x,y), k=1,2,…. N, 

represent sequence of N images. After that background 

subtraction is applied to extract moving object. To 

improve the quality of extracted silhouette, image 

processing operation is applied. 

 
a                              b                               c 

Figure 1.Gait detection. (a) Background image; (b) Original image and 

(c) Extracted silhouette 

B. Feature Extraction 

Since now we have database in silhouette form, 

silhouette show most of the body part so we can extract 

feature from this silhouette. Two basic feature extraction 

techniques are classified as feature based and holistic 

method [22]. A feature vector is one method to represent 

feature of image, or part of an image (an object), by 

carrying out measurements on a set of features. The 

feature vector is an n dimensional vector that contains 

these measurements. This vector can be used to classify 

an object or to provide   condensed higher-level image 

information. A feature is robust if it provides consistent 

results across the entire application domain. Holistic 
feature extraction technique find feature with reduced 

dimensionality by projecting original data onto the basic 

vectors and these extracted features can improve 

classification performance by reducing irrelevant feature 

from the data set.  

The images we analyze are stored in the form of a 

two-dimensional data array, in which each datum is 

referred to as a pixel (picture element). We refer an 

individual pixel located at row i and column j by the 

notation [23]. B (i, j) = the brightness of the image at the 

point (i, j). 

At the time of walking, the center of mass of human 

body changes from instance to instance so we are using 

center of mass as a feature. Center of mass shows 

brighten weighted average of x and y coordinates pixels 

in the frame. Center of mass of the white pixels area for 

binary images is the same as center of mass, if we 

consider the intensity at a point as the mass of that point. 

We can calculate centre of mass coordinate in binary 

image by using following formula. 

                                         (1) 

                                        (2) 
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Here x and y are center of mass points in image. Here 

m and n is dimension of matrix which store image in 

matrix form. A is defined as area of region and can be 

calculated by following formula: 

                                   (3) 

Second feature is Standard deviation. It can be 

defined as an average grey value within the selection 

and sum of the grey values of all the pixels in the 

selection divided by the number of pixels. For RGB 

images, the mean has been calculated by converting 

each pixel to gray scale using the formula: 

gray=0.299red+0.587green+0.114blue                      (4) 

or 

the gray=(red+green+blue)/3                                     (5) 

Standard deviations of the grey values are used to 

generate the mean grey value. 

Third Feature is Height from head to toe as shown in 

Fig. 2. As height is one of the feature that differentiate 

between male and female, generally Male has more 

height than female. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS 

The proposed Algorithm for Gender recognition using 

gait is shown in Fig. 3. Firstly the database is collected 

using camera. 

 

Figure 2.Boundary box to measure width 

After that, silhouette is created for segmented image 
by motion detection and segmentation methods that are 

applied to detect and segment a walking person in a 

given video. 

  

Figure 3. Representation of testing and training data 

Image processing methods are applied to extract the 

feature for each silhouette and these features represent 

the special characteristics of walking person. It is shown 

by the feature vector. Finally Dataset is created of 

extracted feature used for identification.We will 

implement the proposed methods to the CASIA 

(Chinese Academy of Sciences) Gait Database. CASIA 

Gait dataset has four class datasets: Dataset A, Dataset 

B (multi-view dataset), Dataset C (infrared dataset), and 

Dataset D (foot pressure measurement dataset). We have 

used B class dataset in 90 degrees point of view. 

As classifier, neural network is used with feed 

forward back propagation. In this paper we used 

TRAINLM (Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) as 

training function, LEARNGD (Gradient descent 

weight/bias) as Adoption Function and MSEREG (Mean 

squared error and the mean squared weight and bias) as 

Performance function. This combination is denoted as 

Data set I. Better accuracy of gender recognition is 

achieved when MSEREG (Mean squared error and the 

mean squared weight and bias) is replaced by SSE (Sum 

squared error) as Performance Function while keeping 

others same as mentioned above. It is denoted as Data 
set II. The Data set II i.e. (MSEREG replaced by SSE as 

Performance Function) shows better recognition rate of 

97.7% with 4 layers and 30 neurons in comparison of 

Data set I. 

A. Training and Testing Datasets 

This paper uses the ANN architecture feed forward 
back propagation learning algorithm to create, train and 

test the neural network for gender recognition using gait 

with MATLAB software as neural network toolbox. The 

original data sets contains 1600 instance of 30 subjects 

including male and female where each subject has 50 

sequence instances. This data set groups into different 

data sets as shown in table I. Each set is divided into 

two subsets i.e training set and testing set. 
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TABLE I  DIFFERENT DATA SETS USED IN THE PROPOSED STUDY 

Data set Group 
name 

Training  set 
percentage 

 

Testing  set 
percentage 

Training instance Testing Instance 

Data set1(DS1) 90% 10% Male -720 

Female-720 

 

Male-80 

Female-80 

Data set 2(DS2) 80% 20% Male-640 

Female-640 

 

Male-160 

Female-160 

Data set 3(DS3) 70% 30% Male-560 

Female-560 

Male-240 

Female-240 

 

B. Computational Analysis 

In the study of 15 subjects of female and male each is 

collected from CASIA Gait Database [24]. Dataset B is 

used, where all subjects are walking naturally in a 
straight line along with the side view at 90 degree are 

chosen in our work that is from right to left.  Each 

subject has 50 frames for training and testing. Matlab 

has been used to carry out the experiment. Feed forward 

back propagation neural network are used for training 

and testing. The Data set is divided in three groups DS1, 

DS2, and DS3 for Dataset I and Dataset II as shown in 

Table 1. The result presented in Fig 4(a) indicate that 

features used above along with the changes in the 

function of Performance, training and learning shows 

effective results to identify people  from distance. 

Training function (Fig4(b)) are mathematical procedures 

used to automatically adjust the network's weights and 

biases. Performance graph (Fig 4c)) shows network's 

performance according to the mean of squared errors by 

training, validation and testing of data.Data is train and 

tested on feed forward back propagation networks with 
change in algorithm for training, learning and 

performance function. Here we used TRAINLM 

Levenberg‐Marquardt algorithm as applied to neural 

networks to adjust the weights as training function. 

TRAINLM is one of the fastest training algorithms 

available with training being 10‐100 times faster than 

simple gradient descent back‐propagation of error and 

it also provides an estimate of how many weights and 

biases are being effectively used by the network. 

LEARNGD is used as a learning function. 

LEARNGD is the gradient descent weight/bias learning 

function and calculates the weight change dW for a 

given neuron from the neuron's input P and error E, and 

the weight (or bias) learning rate LR.  

According to the gradient descent: dw = lr*gW. 

Lastly MSEREG is used as a network performance 

function. It measure performance as a weight sum of 

two factors: one is mean squared weight and bias values 

having recognition rate of 94.7% (fig.4). For more 

effective and accurate recognition, performance function 

has been changed from MSEREG to SSE and it shows 

better recognition rate of 97.7% (Fig.5). SSE is a 
network performance function and measure 

performance by sum of squared error. 

 

 

a 

 

b 

 

c 

Figure 4. Data set I having 4 layers and 30 neurons  (a) Regression graph, (b)Performance graph and (c)Training State 
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a 

 
b 

 
c 

Figure 5. Data set II having 4 layers and 30 neurons (a) Regression Graph, (b) Performance graph and (c)Training state 

TABLE II  COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents gender recognition using gait by 

specific features, like center of mass, standard deviation 

and height from head to toe.  Feed forward back 

propagation network is being used to identify gender by 

using TRAINLM, LEARNGD & MSEREG as training, 

learning and performance function and result shows 

recognition rate of 94.71% with 4 layers and 30 neurons. 

When performance function MSEREG has been 

replaced by SSE, better recognition rate of 97.7% is 

achieved. The work can be further extended to develop 

new multimodal biometric [25] system where gait can 
be combined with other biometrics system. 
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